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Garcia's Prediction 
Of Racial Tension 
Detailed in Lecture 
Desiree Thalley 
Dean F. Chris Garcia of the 
College of Arts and Sciences said in 
a lecture last week that he feels race 
relations in New Mexico will 
probably become more tense if its 
economy does not expand quickly 
enough to accommodate an ever-
increasing population. 
Garcia said the influx of Anglos 
from the eastern United States to 
the Sun Belt states, coupled with 
the flow of Mexican immigrants 
into the state, may not allow 
enough time and room for the 
adjustments necessary to avoid 
hostility among the different 
cultures represented here. 
Garcia said that as the 
population increases, the com-
petition for limited job and 
educational opportunities will also 
increase among ethnic groups, 
especially if President· Reagan's 
economic program fails to help the 
economy. 
The problem would become even 
more severe if businesses that locate 
in New Mexico bring in their own 
skilled personnel rather than hire 
employees from the state's existing 
work force, he said. 
Garcia's lecture on race relations 
in New Mexico was presented as 
part of the "Last Lecture Series," 
sponsored by the Las Lomas 
Cant pus Ministries and ASUNM. 
The series offers members of 
UNM faculty and staff the chance 
to give the lecture they would give if 
it were the last lecture of their lives. 
Garcia compared New Mexico's 
multi-cultural society to a "cultural 
mosaic - an entity greater than the 
sum of its parts." 
Garcia said the two strongest 
forces shaping the "mosaic" are 
politics and economics. 
He said that in spite of severe 
stresses inflicted by political and 
economic power in the past, New 
Mexico has managed to retain its 
multi-cultural identity. 
Garcia said the Hispanic and 
Native American relationship 
during the 16th through the 18th 
centuries was. one of ''cultural 
indifference," although in-
termarriage between the groups was 
fairly common. 
He said the attitude of Anglos 
towatd the Native Americans was 
much less tolerant, resulting in one 
of two solutions: segregation or 
extermination. 
From the 18th into the 19th 
century, the perception of 
stereotypes between Anglos and 
Hispanics hardened, engendering 
more hostility, Garcia said. 
He said many Anglos who came 
to the southwest from the east had 
strong feelings of anti-catholicism 
and hostility toward the Spanish 
government. 
Anglos often believed in the 
stereotypes of Hispanics as lazy; of 
mixed-blood people as inferior; and 
of frontier people in general as 
uncivilized and primitive, Garcia 
said. 
On the other side, Hispanics saw 
Anglos as "fanatically intolerant, 
racist, arrogant, aggressive and 
materialistically greedy," he said. 
Garcia said the Mexican-
American war of 1846 fed the 
hostility between ethnic groups. 
Despite somewhat tolerable 
terms specified by the 1848 Treaty 
of Guadalupe Hidalgo toward the 
Mexicans, who lost the war, 
Mexicans continued to. be the 
victims of prejudice and racial 
intolerance, he said. 
He said a climate of inequality 
and dependency stemmed from the 
loss of about 80 percent of the land 
that had been owned by Hispanics 
before the war. 
Garcia said racism was then 
fortified by the Civil War and fresh 
immigration from Mexico, often 
resulting in violence against 
Mexicans and Native Americans. 
Garcia said race relations finally 
began to improve toward the end of 
the 19th century as Anglos found 
themselves to be the minority 
within the population, and 
Hispanics found they could "play 
the political games" that led to 
political power. 
However, new waves of Mexican 
immig'rants after the turn of the 
century caused a schism within the 
Hispanic population, he said. 
He said older Mexican-
Americans who had lived in the 
southwest for years or were 
descendents of former immigrants 
had learned to accommodate to the 
existing social structure, and sought 
to set themselves apart from the 
new immigrants. 
Garcia said although economic 
competition caused increased 
hostility between Anglos and 
Hispanics during the depression, 
World War II led to better inter-
continued on page 3 
Lobos Selected far Telecast 
By ABC for Saturday Game 
... · .. 
The UNM-Otab Western 
Athletic Conference .football 
game bas . been selected for 
regional . telecast. by the ABC 
televiSion network, and will be 
· seen in 11 western states. 
Game time has been. changed 
from 7 p.m. to 10:30 1t.tn. to 
acc<:>modate the television ,, - ·. 
s~hedule. UNM wiU get about 
$96,000 as home· team while 
Utah gets about $84,000 for 
participating in the video gam¢. 
A "Cherry Pride11 drive will 
encourage UNM students to 
wear red to the game and fill up 
the !ltudent stands. · 
' 
Bill Wuchter 
Tony Tapia was wheeled across the railroad tracks to an ambulance following an accident in which a 
car was hit by a southbound Am track train. The car .stalled on the tracks in the Northwest valley 
yesterday afternoon and was hit before Tapia and Daniel Macias could push it out qf the way. 
BEF Funding for Libraries Sought 
By UNM, Other State Institutions 
The process of getting the New 
Mexico Board of Educational 
Finance to authorize $2.5 million 
for libraries at the state's four-year 
colleges and universities has begun. 
The head librarians and 
presidents of the colleges and 
universities, as well as the student 
bodies, are all making efforts to 
show support for the proposal to 
the BEF and the Legislative Finance 
Committee. 
Paul Vassallo, dean of Library 
Services, and his staff have helped 
draw up two funding alternatives to 
present to the BEF. 
The proposal shows that one 
alternative is to supply a constant 
$2.5 million increase to the "G" 
portion of funding given to four-
year public educational institutions. 
The other suggestion in the 
proposal is to give $2.5 million each 
year for three years to the libraries 
while an appropriate formula for 
further library funding is 
developed. . 
Both proposals show across-the-
board deficiencies in volumes at all 
four-year public institutional 
libraries in the state. 
Vassallo said that along with the 
other six head librarians involved in 
the proposal, he has been able to 
organize support from the 
presidents of six schools including 
UNM. The other schools arc New 
Mexico State University, New 
Mexico Highlands University, 
Western New Mexico University, 
Eastern New Mexico University and 
New Mexico Institute of Mining 
and Technology. 
Most of the six head librarians, 
including Vassallo, are expected to 
be present at the Thursday and 
Friday· BEF meeting . in 
Alamogordo. The proposal will be 
considered then. 
Vassallo says he has submitted 
copies of his proposal to the UNM 
administration and representatives 
of ASUNM. 
An effort to organize all the 
institutions involved with the 
proposal to jointly support it is 
underway. The idea is to have the 
library proposal become a separate 
issue beyond each institution's 
individual needs. 
Provost McAllister Hull said that 
several universities are asking for 
money and this might have an 
effect on the proposal. 
Similarily, Vice President for 
Business and Fincance John 
Perovich said he believes the 
separate priorities of the univer-
sities could weaken the chances of 
the proposal but that it is im-
possible to predict the outcome 
until the BEF actually meets. 
Both said they believe the passage 
of the proposal hinges. on the 
collective voice of all the univer-
sities, rather than separate support 
from individual institutions. 
The Associated Students of New 
Mexico, composed of student 
leaders from the state's private and 
public educational institutions, is 
currently involved in writing up and 
passing a resolution supporting the 
proposal, Michael Gallegos, 
chairman of the ASUNM Lobby 
Committe(!, said. 
Gallegos, who is also the lobbyist 
for ASNM, said he is trying to 
unify students statewide through 
the various student governments. 
The Graduate Student 
Association is also organizing 
graduate students statewide. Maria 
Mounds, GSA representative on the 
Faculty Senate Library Committee, 
says she is requesting that graduate 
students contact. the BEF in an 
informed and personal manner to 
make the BEF aware of student 
concern and interest with the 
proposal. 
F. Chris Garcia, dean of the 
College of Art~ and Sciences, said 
continued on page 3 
Legal Self-Sufficiency 
Offered Through Class 
Marcos Martinez 
"In (ive minutes I could show 
you }Jow to do your own divorce, n 
Leone! Ceniseros, a practicing 
Albuquerque attorney said. 
Ceniseros will be offering a class 
in legal selfMsufficiency through 
Freedom University beginning 
Thursday. The course is intended 
for people interested in learning 
how to do their own divorce, 
bankruptcy, wills, name change, 
legal research and will include 
advice on how to go about hiring a 
lawyer. 
Ceniseros said the class could be 
a good headstatt for pre-law 
students or people interested in 
becoming paralegal assistants. 
"Pre-law students could get an 
idea of what actually practicing law 
means," Ceniscros said. 
Cenlseros made it clear that the 
class "won't train people to be 
lawyers. It doesn't mean they can 
do other people's divorces and 
wills, just their own. u 
Ceniseros said people could save 
hundreds to thousands of dollars by 
learning some basic legal 
procedures. He said the basic 
lawyers' fees for filing bankrupcy is 
front $200 to $500. The last 
session of the class will focus on 
how to hire a lawyer. This includes 
shopping around, looking at how 
lawyers work and comparing 
prices. 
Ceniseros has Worked for the 
Public Defender and for Legal 
Services; and presently operates a 
legal clinic in Albuquerque. His 
course, ''Legal Self-Sufficiency," 
will be offered on Thursday 
evettings for six weeks at Freedom 
University, 105 1A Dartmouth SE. 
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Watch For The 
CAMPUS GuiDE 
To CHARTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
A Supplement To The 
New Mexico Daily Lobo 
Monday, November 9,1981 
Sponsored by the Student Activities Center. 
a division of the Dean of Sfudents Office 
Domino's 
Pizza 
Delivers 
At Domino's Pl:1.za we 
promise a hot, nutritious 
meal delivered in 30 
minutes or less. Your 
pizza Is made with 100% 
real dairy cheeGe, our 
own special sauce, and 
your choice of items. 
Then we deliver it fast-at 
no extra charge. Give us 
a call ... we deliver! 
Fast, Free Delivery 
3920 Central S.E. 
262·1662 
Hours: 
4:30-1:00 Sun.- Thurs. 
4:30- 2:00 Fri. & Sat. 
Our Superb 
Cheese Pizza 
12" cheese $4.25 
16" cheese $6,15 
Additional Items 
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, 
Ham, Onions, Green Chili, 
Green Peppers, Oiivers, 
Sausage, Ground Beef. 
Jalapenos, Extra Cheese, 
Extra Thick Crust 
12" pizza $.85 per item 
16" pizza $1,25 per item 
We use only 100% real 
dairy cheese. 
Our drivers carry 
less than $20.00. 
Limited delivery area 
®1981 Dcmmo's PtUa.lnC 
r·----·-····-····-----·~ I I I Sl $1.00 off any pizza. I 
1 One coupon per pizza. 1 Expires 11-22-81 
1 Fast, Free Delivery 
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3920 Central S.E. 
262-1662 
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w 0 rId News by United Press International 
Convicts Surrender, Free Hostages 
GRATERFORD. P~. ~ Seven 
convicts at Graterford State Prison 
Monday night released. their six 
remaining hostages and surren-
dered, firing a round of celebration 
shots aimed at no one that ended a 
five-day drama that began after a 
bungled escape attempt. 
About 5:50 p.m. EST, the 
captors, preceded by their hostages 
~ three guards and three food 
service employees walked 
through the door of the prison 
kitchen where they had been 
barricaded since 6:30 p.m. Wed-
nesday. 
The hostages were carrying a .22 
caliber handgun, a .36-caliber 
revolver, a doub]ebarrel shotgun 
and a singlebarrel shotgun that the 
captors had surrendered to them, 
said Chuck Stone, a Philadelphia 
Daily News columnist who held two 
days of negotiations with the 
convicts that led to the surrender. 
Four convicts originally took 38 
captives, but released a hostage 
inmate late Friday and 28 more 
Saturday. Officials said the four 
original captors were later joined by 
three inmates who were among the 
3 8 hostages. 
Three-time killer Joseph Bowen 
was identified as the leader of the 
group. 
For at least part of their cap-
tivity, the hostages were tied with 
ropes, prison officials said. 
The Pot/sto wn Mercury said the 
demands were for guarantees of 
physical safety for the captors, that 
any punishment by solitary con-
finement not interfere with family 
visits and be no more than time 
given to anyone else, and no more 
than a white person would get. 
Bowen is black, 
Stock Market Report 
NEW YORK ~ The stock 
market, aided by an easier Federal 
Reserve credit stance and merger 
fever, scored a big gain Monday in 
the heaviest trading in seven 
months as interest rates headed 
lower. 
Marathon Oil, fighting an $85-a-
share takeover offer by Mobil 
Corp., stole the spotlight by soaring 
22 1/2 points to 90 after a block 
trade of 501,000 shares at 88. 
The Dow Jones industrial 
average, whose 19.60-point surge 
Friday was the best since late 
August, climbed another 14.27 
points to 866.82 despite some late 
profit taking. 
Trading on the New York Stock 
Exchange~ 65.1 million shares, up 
from the 59.57 million traded 
Friday ~ was the heaviest since 
64.40 million shares changed hands 
March24. 
The New York Stock Exchange 
index soared 1.41 to 72.05 and the 
price of an average share increased 
60 cents. Advances routed declines 
1272-351 among the 1932 issues 
traded. 
But buying dominated the 
session. Institutional buying was 
brought out after major banks 
lowered their prime lending rate a 
half point to 17 !4 percent in 
response to the Fed's decision 
Friday to cut the discount rate it 
charges members for loans to 13 
percent from 14 percent. 
Composite volume of NYSE 
issues traded on all U.S. exchanges 
and over the counter at 4 p.m. 
totaled 72.93 million shares 
compared with 66.04 mill traded 
Friday. 
The American Stock Exchange 
index rose 8.29 to 320.31 and the 
price of a share jumped 39 cents. 
Advances topped declines 489-167 
among the 822 issues traded. 
Volume totaled 7.35 million shares 
compared with 4.62 million Friday. 
The National Association of 
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ index 
of over-the-counter stocks gained 
2.01 to 197.25. 
Blue-chip IBM was the most 
active issue, up 11/4 to 52 3/4 in 
trading that included a block of 
144,400 shares at 52 1/8. 
On the Amex, Houston Oil Trust 
was the most active issue, off 718 to 
18 1/4 in trading that included 
blocks of 1.19 million shares at IS 
II 4 and 100,000 shares at 18. 
Monster 
Sale 
BOOKS·BY·THE·INCH 
Used Paperbacks 89' an inch 
RECORDS 
from $1.98 
Jazz, Rock, Folk, 
Classical 
Huge Selection 
1/2 Price Books 
. ' 
new paperbacks all subjects 
Stationery, 
T·shirts and 
surprise bargains 
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Watt 'Open-Minded' About Issues 
But Finds Some 'Non-negotiable' Adobe Workshop Planned 
Adobe Te9hno[ogy For Architects and Engineers, sponsored by 
the University of New Mexico's Division of Continuing Education 
and Community Services, will be held Nov. 5-7. Interior Secretary J ~mes Watt, who met earlier with a local chapter 
of a national environmentalist 
organization, said Monday he is 
open-minded about some issues, 
but others are non-negotiable. 
Watt was in Albuquerque to 
deliver the keynote address to the 
annual National Water Rights 
Association Convention. 
The controversial federal official 
hewed to a "states' rights" line 
during an afternoon press con-
ference. 
He said he would take no 
position on a water suit brought by 
the City of El Paso against New 
Mexico, which has a law forbidding 
the export of its state water, 
"That's a state issue and I fully 
support state law," he said, adding 
that federal officials "like he" 
should stay out of such con-
troversies. 
"Did I duck that (question) 
pretty we117" Watt said with a 
laugh, 
The secretary said he expects to 
ask for a 1983 appropriation from 
Congress for a new water project, 
but he declined to specify where it 
might be located or what it might 
entail, 
"Water shortages are no longer 
just a Western parochial interest as 
they've been considered by 
Congress for many years," the 
secretary said. 
"!think that here in the West we 
need a host of new programs," he 
said. 
Flanked by Rep. Manuel Lujan, 
R-N.M., .and John Specht, 
president of the Association, Watt 
told a group of reporters, "There is 
a multi-billion-dollar need for 
(water projects) for the years ahead 
if we're going to be prepared forthe 
-Garcia-------
continued from page 1 
ethnic tolerance because of an 
improved economy, increased 
contact between the races, and new 
opportunities for acquiring 
educational and occupational skills. 
The climate of social reform and 
progress1v1sm during the 60s 
challenged discrimination and 
prejudice, leading to legislation that 
helped minorities, he said, 
For Hispanics, the decade of the 
70s was a time of' 're-vitalization of 
cultural values and re-emphasis on 
ethnicity," Garcia said. 
However, the renewed awareness 
of ethnicity tended to breed 
suspicion and enmity, because the 
same bonds that bind together 
NAME (Last, First, M.l.) 
those within a group exclude those 
who are not a part of that group, he 
said. 
Oarcia said that while some gains 
have been made, socio-economic 
indicators show that minorities are 
still the victims of economic and 
political power. 
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21st century." 
He said in recent weeks as many 
as 10 local chapters of the National 
Wildlife Federation have parted 
with the main association to lend 
support to his policies. He said be 
had met with delegations recently 
from New Mexico, Alaska, New 
Jersey, Neb.raska and other states. 
On other issues, Watt said the 
question of Indian water rights is 
outside his purview ~ a legal issue 
to be resolved in the courts. 
The secretary said desalination 
projects appear to be cost 
prohibitive at this time, thanks to 
the price of energy. But he said in 
areas critically watershort, ·they are 
"always a possibility," no matter 
what the cost. 
Watt told Association members 
the Reagan administration is proud 
of the Federal reclamation effort. 
"We think a program is pretty 
great when it results in a record $7.4 
billion worth of crops harvested 
from Bureau of Reclamation 
project lands in 1980. We are proud 
of the fact that 39 million persons 
were fed by these crops," he sald. 
The secretary met behind closed 
doors earlier with the Rio Grande 
Chapter of the Sierra Club. 
He described the meeting as 
cordial and open, but declined to 
specify what issues were discussed. 
The workshop will be held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day and 
there is a feeof$395. 
Workshop topics will include soil selection, brickmaking, quality 
control, foundations and dealing with state and local building codes. 
Energy efficient adobe offers innovative solutions to the current 
energy crisis. 
Adobe has new ciesign opportunities for light commercial. and 
speciality buildings. 
For registration and location infonnation call the conference 
registrar at 277-6542. 
-BEF------------
continued from page 1 
the BEF .and the state legislature 
have a poor pre-conception of 
student involvemen!>. He said,' 
legislators view students as 
unassertive and lacking in 
resources. 
BEF member Robert Rodriguez 
is urging student participation in 
the process of considering this 
proposal 
He says he feels that students 
who take the time to write to the 
BEF members, go to BEF meetings 
or contact their legislators have a 
positive impact on decision making. 
The ASUNM Lobby Committee 
is supplying the names and ad-
dresses of BEF members to students 
who wish to write to them, as well 
as some information on the library. 
Interested students can obtain 
this information at the Lobby 
Committee Office on the second 
floor of the SUB, by calling the 
Lobby Committee Office at 277-
5528. 
Contributing authors to this 
article were Mark Pedrott_v, Pete 
Pierotti, Lisa Ortiz, Patricia Da/v 
and Theresa Neudecker. · 
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Forum 
Editorial 
T11e ASUNM senate elections are tomorrow, We have only one request-
Letter 
NMPIRG Thankful for Coverage; 
Defines Autonomy, Authority 
Editor: 
New Mexico Public Interest Research Group 
(NMPIRGI,thanks the Lobo for their recent coverage 
of our organization. In last week's article entitled 
"PIRG Suffers from a Lack of Authority, Funds", we 
would like to bring to the attention of the readers that 
the title should have read 'Autonomy' rather than 
'Authority'. The article mentions autonomy several 
times which is really the key issue, along with funding, 
and not authority, as the title implies. It is presumed 
that once NMPIRG obtains autonomy {i.e .. ), self-
government, the authority will soon follow. 
Letter 
We would like to mention that on November 9, 
NMPIRG will launch a petition drive on the campus in 
support of a strong Clean Air Act. The Act, which 
itself mandated reauthorization as of September 
30,1981, will be a major environmental battle in 
Congress. We as students can voice our opinions and 
help contibute to a strong Clean Air Act. 
Let us set aside our apathy and get involved with an 
issue that affects us all. 
Very truly yours, 
Jim Orgass, Board Member 
Kathleen Schroeder, Director 
Lobo Should Report on Rapes 
Happening in University Area 
Dear Editor: 
On Friday, Oct. 30, a woman was raped in her 
apartment on Gold SE, in the vicinity of the university. 
The rapist identified himself as a representative of the 
rape crisis center, entered the apartment, and 
proceeded to rape her at knifepoint. 
I was informed of this event through a friend living 
near the scene of the crime who heard about it by 
New Mexico Daily Lobo 
Ne.w Mexico Dally Lobo 
38140{1 
Vol. 86 No. 51 
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word of mouth, and through a piece in thefirst section 
'of the Sunday Journal. It was not mentioned in the 
Lobo on Monday. 
Many female UNM students live in the same neigh-
borhood where this happened, It is crucial that the 
Lobo cover local rapes so that these women are in-
formed, and can therefore take extra precautions. 
Elizabeth Carr 
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Reader Urges Support 
For ASUNM Senator 
Editor: 
Robert Lynch has made valuable contributions to the Associated 
Students of the University of New Mexico (ASUNM). His desire and 
effort have earned him the Presidents award for outstanding 
ASUNM Senator, In his first term as senator he was unanimously 
elected by his fellow senators as President Pro-Tempore. 
Robert Lynch is the students' senator, encouraging active student 
involvement in the University decision making process. Robert 
Lynch remembers his first campaign promise as an ASUNM can-
didate. His goal was simply "to increase communication between 
the students and ASUN M." A difficult goal indeed, but now the 
University is beginning to see and feel the results of Robert's long 
and hard work. Last year Robert started a Senate Publication "The 
ASUNM Contact". He uses his own funds to communicate with the 
students through advertising. Finally he makes known student 
opinion through editorials in the Daily Lobo. 
I do not believe anyone disputes Robert's effort and deter· 
mination. I suggest We hang on to a good thing and re·elect Robert 
Lynch ASUNM Senator. 
Anita Evans 
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Burnout Workshop Set for Friday 
Burnout, a crippling and costly 
malady related to overwork, is the 
topic of a workshop to be held at 
the University of New Mexico 
Friday from 8:30 to 4:30p.m. 
The workshop, co-sponsored by 
the UNM Division of Continuing 
Education, Bureau of Conferences 
and Institutes, is designed to enable 
practicing professionals, managers 
and otners concerned about bur-
nout to recognize the signs and 
dangers of burnout and take ef-
fective measures to prevent it. 
Administrators, managers, 
helping professionals and. others 
who work with people are par-
ticularly vulnerable to burnout. 
Burnout commonly leads to 
drastically diminishecl job per-
formance, mental and physical 
problems, personal or professional 
failure and paralysis or chaos in the 
organization. 
Victims often cope with their 
misery by punishing the people they 
work with, leaving their jobs in 
bitterness or even abandoning their 
careers. 
Alcoholism, depression, personal 
and family problems and physical 
illnesses are frequent companions 
of burnout, resisting solution unless 
the basic problem of burnout is 
addressed. • 
Instructing the workshop is 
Robert Weisz, Ph,D., a 
psychologist and consultant to 
social agencies, hospitals, law 
enforcement agencies, schools and 
corporations, and presently 
program director for the 
Proseminar Institute in San 
Francisco, Calif. 
The workshop 
Registration and 
formaton can be 
calling 277-2931. 
fee is $90. 
location in-
obtained by 
Ellenberger Sentence in Question 
A judge Tuesday sera hearing for 
Nov. 23 to hear the state's motion 
that he stiffen his sentence against 
former University of New Mexico 
b<tsketball coach Norm Ellen-
berger. 
Ellenberger was convicted last 
July of all but one count in an 
indictment alleging fraud and the 
filing of false vouchers. 
The charges stemmed from the 
1980 UNM basketball scandal, 
which led to Ellenberger's ouster 
and decimated the Lobo team as a 
result of ineligibilities. 
District Judge Phillip Daiamonte 
placed Ellenberger on one year of 
unsupervised probation and said 
the felony convictions would be 
erased from his record after the 
year. 
Baiamonte did not tine the 
former coach or require him to 
repay the several thousand dollars 
he was convicted of accepting 
illegally. 
Attorney General Jeff 
Bingaman, whose office handled 
the prosecution and filed the 
motion for reconsideration of the 
sentence, said "1 always thought 
that when a person got caught 
stealing, the should have to pay it 
back.'' 
He said he would seek, at the 
least, an order clirecling Ellenberger 
to make restitution to the 
university, 
"I seriously wonder if many of 
the rest of us would have been dealt 
with so lightly if we had been 
convicted of 21 felony counts," 
Bingaman said. 
B1IIWoc.t11er 
Getting an early jump on everyone, Political Science student 
Jacquie Cooper planned next semester's schedule yesterday. "I'm 
going to make sure I get the classes I want," she said. 
Publishers Offer $1000 Scholarship 
Grelehen Paslay 
The Special Libraries Association 
is accepting applications for a 
$1000 Plenum Scholarship, 
sponsored by the Plenum 
Publishing Corp. for the 1983-83 
academic year. 
school of information science in the 
United Stales or Canada. 
Applicants must have approval 
of their dissertation topic, a good 
academic record and financial 
need. 
science theory and practice, and in 
the fundamentals of a particular 
subject field. 
The scholarship is for graduate 
study leading to a doctoral degree 
at a recognized school of library or 
The Special Libraries Association 
provides research and information 
services to business, industry and 
government. Special Librarians are 
trained in library or information 
Applications may be requested 
by writing to; Special Libraries 
Association, Plenum Scholarship 
Committee, 235 Park Ave .. S., New 
York, NY 10003. 
Applications must be completed 
and returned by Jan. 15. 
. ----------------------· 
------------------------------------------------------ I 0~ 8~(/, ~~~~ ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE ~~41 ~-'{. PROGRAMMING SURVEY FORM · l-.s1 
The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is a . student service 
organization, which seeks to fulfill entertailvnent, educational. 
and cultural. functions by offering a llariety of film program· 
ming at. affordable prices. The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is 
dedicated to providing an alternative and supplement to com· 
mercial.movie theatre programming in Albuquerque. The FILM 
COMMITTEE is a . student-managed and student-staffed 
ASUNM Executive Committee, operating under the auspices 
of the ASUNM President. The FILM COMMITTEE rents Use of 
the SUB Theatre facilities from the SUB Business Office for a 
fee ranging from $25. to $60. per night (depending on ticket 
revenues). FILM COMMITIEE operations are funded primarily 
by net revenues from ticket sales. In addition, the FILM COM· 
MITTEE receives an annual allocation from ASUNM which par· 
tially subsidizes advertising, theatre rental and labor costs, 
and guest speakers' fees. 
Please support the ASUNM FILM COMMITIEE and par, 
ticipate in the selection of films for next semester ... Fill out 
and return this survey form ... the ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE 
is programming FOR YOU! 
_undergraduate -· _graduate 
_faculty/staff _other 
Major or Dept.---:---:--:-:::::-. ---=-=-=---==-::--:--::---~­
How often do you attend films at.the SUB theatre? 
_at least once a week __ at.least once a month 
__ at least once a semester __ never 
Do you think the ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE should remain a 
student-managed organization? 
__ YES NO 
COMMENTS: ----------~-----
Do you think the ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE should continue 
to present a wide range of films, which offer an alternative & 
supplement to commercial movie fare in Albuquerque? 
_YES _NO 
COMMENTS: --------------------------
Please check off whether you would like to see MORE, A 
SIMILAR AMOUNT, or LESS of the following categories of 
films during the spring semester: 
Recently rolea.sed feature films-Ametlcan 
Recently released feature lilms,Foreign 
Classic featme films-American 
Ciasslc feature films• Foreign 
Sllent Era films (1920's) 
MUsicals 
Comedy films 
Hottc.lr Ullll$ 
Science flclion lilms 
Early eJCperlmenial {i.e. ''.a'lant-garde") films 
Recent e,._perimental films 
E,;perime!1ta1.anl ma tlon 
Oocumenlaries 
A SIMILAR 
MORE AMOUNT LESS 
Suggested film genres, films directors, and films titles: 
(Please feel free to continue on a second sheet.} 
Suggestions for improving SUB THEATRE operations: 
Please mail or drop off completed suhley forms: 
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE 
R m. 235·A, New Mexico Union (SUB) 
Alt: Marcy Gruenhot 
Phone No. 277-5608 
I 
L----------------..... ------~----.-. ______ ..,. ___ ...., ___________ ~----------------------------~-----·-
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Senate Candidates Examine 
Issues for Wednesday's Vote 
• 
Camille T. Romero 
Romero is a 18-year-old fresh-
man majoring in university studies 
and minoring in business. 
''I want to involve myself in 
UNM and I want to help my fellow 
students. I hear what they are 
saying and I understand their needs 
and wants," Romero says. 
Romero is running on the 
Students for Students slate. 
Romero says that projects she 
wants to pursue include campus 
safety, "unity in different groups, 
tutorial programs, access to 
buildings for handicapped and 
unity in the Senate." 
"I feel a major problem is 
students wanting an education and 
not being able to afford it or having 
the ability but needing tutorial aid. 
They are minds being put to 
waste," Romero says. 
"I don't feel the buildings are 
easily accessible to the handicapped 
and I feel that more major 
buildings like the SUB could use 
more ramps and sliding doors," 
Romero says. 
Financial aid for nontraditional 
students "should be considered," 
Romero says. "Services for these 
people, such as child care and older 
adult entertainment, should be 
backed." 
Romero says she believes KUNM 
should receive student funds "but 
not as much as they've received in 
the past. It is now a faculty-run 
program and this is why I think it 
should be drastically cut." 
"I don't think the activity fee 
should be optional," Romero says. 
"I think that many students would 
not be paying and still benefiting 
from on campus and other student 
activities.~' 
Legislation Romero says she 
would introduce as a senator would 
be bills to help establish a tutorial 
service. 
Romero says she has helped 
ASUNM Vice president in his work 
and helped lobby against the 
financial aid levels recently 
proposed by a subcommittee 
chaired by New Mexico U.S. Sen. 
Harrison Schmitt. 
fotthe 
condidate of 
youtchoicc 
Jerry Hartbargcr 
An 18-year-old freshman, 
Hartbarger is majoring in political 
science and English and minoring in 
business. 
"I enjoy gettng involved in 
student government and 
representing the student body," 
Hartbarger says. "With the ex-
perience I have had with govern-
ment, I have found it to be very 
rewarding after the hard work is 
completed." 
"If elected, I would seek the 
Finance Committee position. The 
way I could serve the students is by 
getting acquainted with all 
organizations and their budgets," 
Hartbarger says. 
"The main project of each 
senator is to pass effective laws 
which concern the students of 
UNM," Hartbarger says. "One of 
the major problems is lack of 
representation." 
Traci Wolf 
A 20-year-old incumbent, Wolf is 
a junior majoring in political 
science and minoring in business. 
"I am seeking this position of 
ASUNM Senator because I am 
genuinely interested in enhancing 
student life at UNM. The Senate is 
also the one place on campus which 
addresses a diversity of both 
student issues and student groups," 
Wolf says. 
"By being active in the Senate my 
services can yield the most for both 
the university and the student 
body," Wolf says. 
Wolf says she wants to revise the 
ASUNM budget process, such as 
"doing away with set levels of 
funding. Currently, there are two 
levels of funding that are intended 
to meet tli.e needs of all the diverse 
student groups and service 
programs. I believe that individual 
student groups have individual 
needs that must be addressed by the 
"Undergraduates do rtoi get Senate." 
involved enough in organizations 
and one reason is that they are not - "I feel the major problem facing 
informed about many of these undergraduates is the current 
opportunities. If there was student economic situation facing the 
representation, these problems country," Wolf says. "As an 
would not be as evident." ASUNM senator, I can help to 
"It is obvious that there is not 
full access for all handicapped 
students, but there are ramps and 
other facilities being worked on. 
There is always a need for ad-
ditional facilities and im-
provement," Hartbarger says. 
Hartbarger says he is not ''totally 
familiar'' with the needs of non-
traditional students, but "after 
consulting the students about their 
immediate needs I could start from 
there." 
"Although KUNM is a 
productive business, there are many 
others who are not funded from 
ASUNM," Hartbarger says. 
"Therefore, if these other 
organizations are not runded, 
KUNM should not be either.'' 
Hartbarger says the activity fee 
should not be optional because "if 
one student should pay, everyone 
else should pay." 
"I am not familar with a lot of 
this legislation and right now I 
cannot effectively answer without 
additional information," Hart-
barger says. 
alleviate this problem by continuing 
to give my support, both on the 
floor and outside of the floor as a 
member, to the ASUNM Lobby 
Committee." 
"I believe I have achieved, in my 
last term as senator, a significant 
degree of service to the Returning 
Student Association and the 
Student Vets Association ..• by 
becoming active in their programs 
and making an effort to learn their 
special needs." 
KUNM should receive ap-
propriations from ASUNM "as 
long as KUNM offers a service to 
students," Wolf says. 
Wolf says the activity fee should 
"absolutely not" be optional. 
"The ASUNM activity fee 
provides the capital for student 
services such as the ASUNM 
Duplicating Center, the Child Care 
Co-op and the Black Student Union 
tutorial program. That money is 
also utilized to make the university 
a more enjoyable place," such as 
concerts brought through the 
Popular Entertainment Committee, 
Wolf said. 
Wolf says she has introduced 
legislation to revise the ASUNM 
Hartbarger lists his experience as election code and will introduce 
being a senate aide, attending legislation in the future to revise the 
Senate meetings and being a budget process. 
Presidential Scholar. 
"I have had experience in 
government and along with my 
interest in the ASUNM Seriate. I 
think I can really work hard at 
representing the student body as a 
whole," Hartlrarger says. 
Besides serving a term as a 
senator, Wol( says her experience 
inc!Odes being president of the 
Presidential Scholar's Club and 
being active in SPURS, Las 
Campanas, Trailblazers and Phi 
Eta Sigma. 
Twenty-three candidates are vying for 10 seats in the ASUNM 
Senate elections to lle held Wednesday. This is the conclusion of a 
two-part series about the candidates. Part one appeared in Monday's 
issue of the DAllY LoBo. 
Candidate& were asked to fill out a questionnaire from which the 
following information was compiled. 
Question asked included: should J{UNM receive any student 
funding; and should the ASUNM Student Activity Fee (which is 
included in the undergraduate fees) be optional? 
They were also asked to state how they felt they could serve 
nontraditional students and all other undergraduates. Also asked for 
were their views on problems facing the handicapped and the major 
problem they feel undergraduates face. 
Throughout the series candidates appear in their ballot position 
order~ 
Ken Carter 
Carter is a 21-year-old 
sophomore who is undecided on his 
major. 
"I have two major priorities in 
life: first to get to know God, and 
second to get to serve, love and 
know people. Seeking this position, 
I feel, will help me fulfill my second 
priority," Carter says. 
Carter says he feels he can serve 
students by "listening and working 
to fulfill their needs. Life is con-
tinously changing and to promise 
something that I will do would only 
be fooling myself as well as others. 
All I can do is· take one day at a 
time.•' 
The major problem facing un-
dergraduates is "all the run-
aroundduring registration. 
Financial aid, housing collections, 
the cashier, registration center, and 
anyone else involved with 
registration need to be centrally 
located. I will try to make this a 
reality," Carter says. 
"There is a major need for 
railing on both sides of every 
staircase on campus" for han-
dicapped students, Carter says. He 
says he will "talk with someone 
·who has the authority to get this 
done." 
Carter says he will try to help 
nontraditional students "by 
becoming more aware of them and 
their problems.'' 
Carter says KUNM should 
receive student funding because it 
"is an organization on campus that 
should be helped. I understand that 
not everyone cares for the type of 
program on KUNM, but why not 
keep it functioning for those who 
do." 
The activity fee should be op-
tional, Carter says, because "the 
expense of tuition is high enough. 
Making the fee optional won't have 
a big influence .. on decreasing 
tuition but it will help." 
Carter says he is rtot sure what 
type of legislation he would in· 
traduce as a senator because "I will 
need to familarize myself before l. 
introduce any legislation." 
Carter says he has no ASUNM 
experience but .has been a member 
of the National Student Council 
Board, president of the State 
Student Council, mayor at Boys' 
State, a.nd has been active on the 
United City Council Board, and on 
the student senate and student 
council in high school. 
Danny Morse 
Morse is a 20-year-old junior 
majoring in journalism and 
minoring in speech communication. 
Morse says he wants to be a 
senator because "I am interested in 
student government and I want to 
get involved. I think student groups 
as well as individual students need 
to be aware of what the Senate is 
doing." 
"I feel I can serve students by 
communicating with them," Morse 
says. 
Morse says that ASUNM funding 
procedures need to be reformed. 
"Improvement of educational 
facilities is necessary and more 
stress on academic programs is 
needed at UNM," he says. "I want 
to pursue more parking alternatives 
(and) try to enforce the law that no 
new material is presented during 
closed week." 
"I think more basic needs to 
students need to be met. Better 
parking, better educational 
facilities and a stress on academics 
are all necessities. I will try to 
improve these three needs," Morse 
says. 
Morse says one of the major 
problems facing handicapped 
students is access into buildings and 
classrooms. "l will try to improve 
handicapped access," he says. 
"I . think I could help non-
traditional students by listening to 
their needs. I am more than willing 
to communicate with these students 
by doing the leg work to see them," 
Morse says. 
KUNM should receive some 
student funds, Morse says. "But I 
also think that KUNM should have 
more student involvement, such as 
classes in radio and production," 
he says, 
The activity fee "helps all 
students" and should not be op-
tional, Morse says. 
Morse says he does not have 
much ASUNM experience but is on 
the Student Standards and 
Grievance Committee artd is 
president of Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity. He has also been vice 
president, treasurer and secretarY 
of the fraternity, he says. 
He is running on the Students for 
Students slate. 
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Judy N11kamura 
Shirley Lopez 
"I want to be a senator because! 
want to take part in the activities 
that occur at UNM," Lopez says. 
"I want to help my fellow students 
by representing them.'' 
"I want to get more students 
involved in the activities held here 
at UNM," Lopez says. "I want to 
see the Child Care program con-
tinue and become stronger. I would 
like to see more on campus 
programming improvements in 
classroom facilities." 
"Undergraduates need to 
become more aware of what 
programs they can major in. They 
need t.o be made aware of what 
opportunities are available to 
them," Lopez says. "There should 
be more lectures on various fields 
of interest and possible job op-
portunities." 
"Slight improvements need to be 
made on campus" to help han-
dicapped students, Lopez says. 
"But a great deal of improvements 
have been made." 
"On campus programming is a 
very important issue that needs to 
be dealt with," Lopez says. ''We 
need a greater variety of night 
classes and scheduled programs. •' 
Lopez says KUNM should 
receive student funds. "I would like 
to look at its programs,'' she says. 
"It needs to be looked at in-
dividually." 
The activity fee should not be 
optional, Lopez says, because 
"ASUNM provides a great deal of 
events with the money they 
receive." 
"I have not had a great deal of 
ASUNM experience," Lopez says. 
But she says she has served as a 
Senate aide and has attended 
several of the Senate meetings. 
"I am not fully aware of all the 
procedures involved in the Senate, 
although I really want to work for 
students and get a lot done. I am 
studying the procedures and I am 
going to do the best for all 
students," Lopez.saysr 
Lopez says she is running on the 
Students for Students slate and 
although all the slate candidates 
"may not fully agree on every 
issue, ... we are running together 
because we can work together." 
Judy Ni!!l.amura 
Lawrence Roybal 
Roybal, 19, is majoring in 
political science, 
"I care about the future ofUNM 
and the progress of ASUNM. I feel 
many students do not realize what 
ASUNM is and can do. Through 
more communication with more 
students a greater variety of ideas 
can be generated and perhaps 
used," Roybal says. 
Roybal says he can best serve 
students by working "to find out 
their needs and wants, possibly 
through leg work, surveys, ads and 
meetings." 
Projects Roybal says he would 
pursue as a senator would involve 
"broader communication, 
academic aids and student 
organization funding." 
The major problem facing un-
dergraduates involve "academic 
problems. This is most vital and 
deserves ASUNM's consideration, 
possibly by producing more tutorial 
programs,'' Roybal says. 
"UNM has put out a con-
siderable amount of effort in 
working with handicapped 
students, yet more must be done," 
Roybal says. "I feel the residence 
halls need more aids to these 
students." 
"In speaking with many older 
and nontraditional students, I now 
kMW that returning to 
school ... does have its disad-
vantages. I would keep with proper 
communication ... to listen to 
these students," Roybal says. 
"I realize that students did vote 
to fund KUNM; however, since 
UNM's administration has started 
to govern KUNM through the URC 
'(University Radio Committee), it 
(the administration) should par-
ticipate in funding the radio 
station," Roybal says. "ASUNM 
should not discontinue KUNM 
funding totally, yet should not 
totally fund it." 
The activity fee should not be 
optional, Roybal says, because 
"this fee is only effective if every 
member of the undergraduate 
student body participates, 
Roybal says that as d senator, he 
would introduce legislation con-
cerning "lobbying, financing 
organizations (and) possibly an 
organization board." 
Roybal stated his experience. as 
serving as a Senate aide, attending 
Senate meetings, Working with the 
ASUNM Finance Committee, 
holding several high school offices, 
taking political science courses and 
attending New Mexico Boys State. 
Maggie Brandt 
Brandt is an 18-year-old junior 
majoring in biology and minoring 
in chemistry and English. 
"I want to work hard to have the 
Senate be a cooperative group, not 
one that always has the same views, 
but one that works for the good of 
the student body," Brandt says. 
Brandt says she feels she can best 
serve the students "by going out to 
various organizations, sitting in on 
their meetings and listening to them 
and by talking to people on 
campus, being open to comments, 
criticisms, etc." 
Among the projects Brandt says 
she will pursue are "renovation of 
the disbursement process of funds 
to organizations (and) reviewing the 
standards by which organizations 
receive money/' 
"Lack of money" is the major 
problem facing undergraduates, 
Brandt says. "We need to continue 
talking to both the state and 
national governments concerning 
tuition rate hikes and education 
fund reductions respectively." 
Brandt notes that several 
buildings on campus have limited 
access for handicapped students. "I 
would first like to talk to the 
handicapped to find what they feel 
is the most important problem and 
then work to correct it,'' she says. 
Brandt says she would also be 
available to nontraditional students 
"to talk with and listen to them." 
KUNM should receive ASUNM 
appropriations, Brandt says, "so 
that the station would continue to 
grow while working in the best 
interests ofUNM sttiaents." 
But the activity fee should not be 
optional, Brandt says, "because the 
students have many services, in-
cluding the Daily Lobo, as a result 
of this fee. lf the fee were optional, 
many students would opt to not pay 
the fee. The money that is now used 
would have to be found 
elsewhere." 
"At this time, I have no specific 
plans for introducing legislation," 
Brandt says. "But I would like to 
work on some of the ideas I've 
previously talked about." 
Brandt says she has "limited 
senatorial experience" although she 
has attended some Senate meetings. 
"I have experience in working with 
people in part-time employment. I 
am also a member of SPURS (a 
sophomore society) and (am in-
volved in) the General Honors 
Program," she says. 
Nak.ilmwa 
Jesus Salazar 
The 20-year-old Salazar is a 
sophomore majoring in business 
and minoring in political science. 
"I feel I can serve the students of 
UNM fairly and am very concerned 
about problems confronting 
them," Salazar says. 
.He is running on the Students for 
Students slate. 
"I'd like to see the closed week 
law enforced," Salazar says, "I'd 
introduce a resolution for a tutorial 
program by ASUNM, introduce a 
bill to improve classroom con-
ditions and facilities (and) support 
and push for the student pub." 
Salazar says he also supports 
better campus lighting, im-
provement of the SUB, and "more 
social programs involving both on 
and off campus students." 
The major problems facing 
undergraduates are "rising tuition 
costs and reduction in financial 
aid," Salazar says. He says he will 
try to "assist the Lobby Committee 
in lobbying state officials. Witn the 
great increase in energy production 
in our state, there should be no 
reason for tuition increases, since 
60 percent of energy taxes are for 
education." 
Salazar says he also supports 
more ramps and automatic doors 
for handicapped students. 
He says he support& more night 
classes for nontraditional students 
"since many Qf them have daytime 
jobs. Also, I support the student 
pub because the average age of 
UNM students is, in fact, 26 or 
25." 
Asked if KUNM should receive 
student funds, Salazar says, 
"possibly. We should havethemgo 
through the budgetary process." 
The activity fee should not be 
optional, Salazar says, because 
"ASUNM provides many facilities 
and activities which many students 
take for granted or maybe are not 
aware of. Therefore, they would 
oppose the fee and at the same 
time, its benefits." 
Salazar also said he would in-
troduce legislation supporting 
better parking for UNM students if 
he is elected. 
"I have attended Lobby 
Committee meetings and Senate 
meetings," Salazar says. "1 also 
contributed heavily to the anti-
financial aid cuts petition and 
phone campaign." 
Become involved HAVE YOUR SAY 
Elections Wt'<lncsda~·, Nov.t 
Dill Wt!chtcr 
Chris Moya 
Moya, 20, is majoring in criminal 
justice and minoring in psychology. 
Moya says he is running for 
ASUNM senate because he wants 
"to help students and groups in 
resolving problems dealing with 
money and programming." 
He says he can help students by 
"being aware'' of their problems. 
As a senator, Moya says, he will 
work on projects to help the 
handicapped with better access, to 
improve classroom facilities and to 
increase on-campus programming. 
UNM dormitory students face 
special problems and "need better 
lighting and better food at La 
Posada," he says. 
Moya says he plans to work on 
legislation that would improve on-
campus living conditions. 
He says he also supports funding 
for the Black Student Union history 
month. 
Moya says he can help non-
traditional students by providing 
services for these students and by 
"making such people aware of 
what UNM has to offer." 
Concerning student funding for 
KUNM, he says, "l would have to 
look at the proposed programs to 
see whether the funding would be 
worthwhile." 
But, he says, the ASUNM fee 
should remain mandatory because 
"that money is needed and should 
be consistently received.'' 
Moya is running on the Students 
for Students ticket and says, "The 
ticket is a move made by 10 of the 
23 candidates to eliminate the 
problems of bickering and 
disrespect that has been a factor in 
poor legislation in the past. 
"The ticket is made up of 
responsive, respective and 
cooperative students," Moya says. 
Moya has had experience with 
the ASONM senate as a senate aid 
and feels his "honesty and ex-
perience" would help him make 
decisions that would benefit 
students, he says. 
Moya says, "I feel that students 
have a lot to say about student 
activities and programs and I am 
wiling and able to listen and act." 
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Steve Gasser 
The 19-year-old sophomore is 
majoring in business and minoring 
in computer systems. 
"! want to become involved in 
ASUNM because 1 could help make 
it a more viable force in eac)l 
student's life," Gasser says, "It is 
necessary to help individual 
students as well as groups witt) any 
problems they h!!Ve. I know that I 
would be successful in those 
areas. n 
"I will try to help anyone who 
comes to me with their problems, 
whether governmental or other-
wise," Gasser says. 
Ga~ser says ne would like to 
eliminate the $3200 ceiling on 
allocations because "there are 
groups that 1 believe deserve more 
than $3200." 
"1 see basic skills very un-
derdeveloped," Gasser says. "At 
the college level, people should be 
able to read, spell, speak and write. 
Therefore, 1 would like to institute 
a large scale tutoring program." 
Asked about the concerns of 
handicapped students, Gasser says, 
"There arc problems with certain 
buildings concerning access. Funds 
need to be allocated to remedy that 
situation." 
"The returning students at UNM 
are very important," Gasser says. 
"Therefore, there should be 
programs to make their campus life 
better. Also, as they already el(ist, 
night classes and RSA must be 
continued." 
Gasser says he would support 
some student funding for KUNM 
"if it was completely student run." 
The activity fee should not be 
optional "seeing that it is such a 
nominal charge and it helps the 
university," Gasser says. 
"Though I know it is not directly 
under the Senate's jurisdiction, I 
would like the Senate to support a 
resolution that would do away with 
the six week period to drop classes 
and replace that policy with one 
that doesn't put any limits on 
dropping," Gasser says. 
Gasser says, "Though I haven't 
had much direct experience with 
student government, I believe that 
through hard work and being 
responsible, I could perform very 
well as a senator." 
Geoffrey Wilner misquoting me and not releasing 
my vote total. 
Wilner refused to be "The paper's journalists are only 
a dedicated to the furtherance of its 
own cause and because of this I do 
not wish to be a part of that," he 
said. 
photographed or fill out 
questionnaire for the Daily Lobo. 
He said, "I do not wish to be 
interviewed by an irresponsible 
newspaper that viciously conspired 
to defeat my candidacy last year by 
He said if elected he will attempt 
to repeal the subscription allocation 
the Lobo receives from ASUNM. 
Schmitt To Attend Shu.ttle Launch 
U.S. Senator Harrison 
"Jack" Schmitt will be among 
the many officials on hand for 
the second launch of the Space 
Shuttle Orbiter Columbia. 
The launch is scheduled for 
7:30 a.m. (EST) Wednesday 
from the John F. Kennedy Space 
Center in Florida. Schmitt is 
Chairman of the Senate 
Commerce, Science and 
Transportation subcommittee 
on Science, Technology and 
Space. 
Schmitt explained: "This is a 
major space first, in that the 
Columbia will become the first 
spacecraft ever to make more 
than one trip into space. The 
extraordinary flight of the 
Columbia has a significance far 
beyond the technical 
achievement it represents for 
Americans.•' 
The career decision you make today 
could influence national security tomorrow. 
for profe>lionals at NSA contribute to the dual 
l)li;sions of foreign Intelligence production and 
communications security. 
Our Electronic Engineers, Computer Scientists and 
Mathematlclans are 11nlking with S),;tems at the 
cutting edge of lfchnology. 
Career owortunlties and challenge await you In 
any of these NSA career fields. 
Electronic Engineering: There are oppor-
tutrlties in a variety of research and welopment 
projects ranging from Individual equlpments to Yery 
comple>; interacti1~ S),;tems Involving large numbers 
of mlcroprore;sors, mlni-romputers and computer 
gr.tphlc;. Professional growth is enhancal through 
interadion With highly experiencal NSA professionals 
and through contaas In tit<: industrial and academic 
11nrlds. Facilities for engineering anal~iS and design 
automation are among the best available. 
Computer Science: At NSAyou'U diScover on~ 
of the larg~ computer lrotallatlons in iheworld With\ 
almost every major vendor oi computer equipment : 
represented. NSA career.; provlde mixtures of such 
disciplines ~ S)'tetnS anal~is and .Jesign, scientific 
awUcations programming, data base management 
S)'tems, operntingS)'tems, computer netwolkingl . 
security, and grnphies. ~· 
Mathematics: You'll work on diverse Agency , 
problems awlying a variety of mathematical disci- \ 
pUnes. Specilic assignments might include solving i 
I 
\ 
communications-related problems, performing long· 
range mathematical research or evaluating n""' 
techniques for communications recurity. 
Ungulsts: NSA offer.; a wide range of challeng-
ing :l$lgnments for Slavlc, Near Eastern and Allan 
language major.; involving trnnslatlon, trarlleription 
and analj,ls/reporting. N""'ly-hired linguists can 
count on receiving advancal training In their primary 
languages and can plan on many years of continued 
professional growth. 
NSA also offers a salary and benefit program that's 
truly competitive With private industr)i There are 
assignments for those vmo wish to travel and llhun-
dant good Uvlng in the llaltlmore-Washlngton area 
for those 1111o wish to stay close to home. 
Countless cultural, historical, recreational and 
educational owortunities are just minutes avrJy from 
NSA~ convenient suburban locatlon. 
At NSA your future wiU be linked to the nation's. 
'!1te vital role that the National Security Agency pia~ 
demands and ensures constant challenge and profes-
sional growth. 
1b find out more about NSA career opportunities, 
scheQt.tle an lntervl.,.,through )OUr coUege placement 
office. for additional information on the National 
Security Agency, fill In ihe information blank below 
and send it to Mr. Bernard Nomll, College Recruit-
ment Manager, National Security Agency, Attn: Office 
of Employment (M32R), Fort George G. Meade, 
Maryland 20755. 
Ni Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizell'ihip 
required. 
r-------------------1 
1 rd like more Informallon about carctr opportunities 'With NSA 1 
\ Name (print) --·- \ 
t "dre!s I I~ I 
I I 1 Phone No I 
I I 
1 Degree Level Major 1 
I I 
I l:niVerslty 1 
~------------------~ 
-·-l 
I I 
I \ 
I 
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:~···_N_M_S_O_._VV_1_1l_A_i_r __ VVe-e-ke_n_d_A_p_p_e_a_l ________________ _ 
F M Doctorate Will Be Granted 
E;.· or . onetary Support From Public 
For the second consecutive year, 
the New Mexico Symphony 
•1 Orchestra will return to the air-
' waves in a weekend-long appeal to 
· the public on the state's only 
classical commercial radio station 
KHFM, to raise $35,000 for th~ 
Orchestra. 
lip 
~er'riee 
l1nlvnSI!)' Radin CommiUee will meet today at 5 
p.m. in the philosophy departmtni lounge. 
Anorexia nen'osa and Bulimia self·help group 
mee~~ Tuesdays from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Women's 
Center, 1824 L~ Lomas NE; Norma Wilkes, 
facilitator. 
Kh'u Club, N:~.tive American student organization, 
.... m hold lu regular general meeting· today al 6:30 
p.m. in the north ballroom of the sun. 
St'U t-:nleriMinment - one man .show R.C. 
Gorman "'ill exhibit Japnnc;sc \Vood Blocks in New 
Me~ict'l Galleria. The Galleria is located in tl1e Casa 
del Sot and ramp area in the boUom level or the 
SIUdent Union, NW corner. 
St ll Entertainment.- free mini-rock .concert wilb 
Gcn Wcdnc~day from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m . .in the Sl1B 
Dollto(lm. 
A"'l'M~ Film <'ommlltet presents The Godfalher 
Fnday mthe .SUB Theater at 7 and 10 p.m. Benefit 
~howltlg for the United Way. 
(il•oh:lJ.l)' Club meeting \'r'ednesday 31 7 p.m. in 
:"<ord1rop Hall. All students and facultywclcoml.!. 
Lesbian Forumt topic_ - Chicana, Her Slor')'. 
lonigll.t at 7 p.m. at Full Circle Books. 2205 Silvct 
SF. All women lltelcomc. Free. 
l"rrsldential Sehohns (~lub _- this week's mee1ing 
..:anl!ellcd due to elcctibns. Will meet next Wednesday 
31 7 r.m. Those planning to attend the hayride on 
~JJ\. 14, plea~e ~i~tn up in th Honorsl'enter and gi••e 
'0UfS!\ to an offker by Friday, Nov. 6. 
M 
Last year's drive netted the the air and interviewed during the 
NMSO $25,000. TV-7 sequence. 
MARATHON II begins on 
Friday, Nov, 13 at 6 p.m. and will 
continue throughout KHFM's 
broadcast day on Sunday, Nov. 15, 
beginning at 7 a.m. 
This year thousands of viewers 
will be able to join in on the 
MARATHON ll action during the 
simulcast on Sunday, Nov. 15, 
from noon until 2 p.m. on KOAT-
TV channel 7. 
During the simulcast segment, 
hundreds of premi urns will be 
offered to those making cash 
pledges to the Orchestra. Viewers 
will be able to see many of these 
premiums, some of which are worth 
hundreds of dollars, such as works 
of art by prominent artists. Two 
world-famous ligures, balloonist 
Maxie Anderson and racer Bobby 
Unser, are offering rides and races 
as premiums. Other premiums are 
easily affordable at just four, six or 
I 0 dollars each. 
Gift items for this Golden 
Anniversary year marathon can be 
previewed prior to the auction. 
Many of the donors of items such 
as gourmet dinners, hiking tours to 
New Mexico's secret places of 
incredible beauty and musicians 
providing lessons on their specialty 
instruments wll be introduced on 
Those tuning in during those 
midday hours can see the arrows 
rise on the charts indicati11g the 
contribution tally while famous 
personalities serve as hosts and 
moderators. Albuquerque mayor 
David Rusk will host a 2-hour 
segment on Saturday. Music. 
director Yoshimi Takeda and 
almost everyone in the 85-piece 
orchestra wll visit during the 
weekend to talk about music and 
perform. 
More than 110 volunteers from 
the Albuquerque Symphony 
Women's Association and the 
Orchestra and Chorus are involved 
in the MARATHON II 
preparations and operation. 
In addition to the use of 
simulcasting this important 
Orchestra fundraising event, 
MARATHON II will also utilize 
computerization for the first time. 
A major gift of computer 
programming and time by Arinco 
Computer Systems will enable 
instantaneous compilation of 
donations, assignment of 
premiums, printout of mailing 
labels, acknowledgement of 
donations and myriad details in-
volved with the production. 
WE'RE PROUD OF OUR BURGER BASKET 100% beef, of course. Then. we'll add the 
If you're thinking about a thick, juicy hamburger made with a quarter pound of 
pure 100% be~f. garnished w~h plenty of 
lettuce, tomato, red anton, pickle and special 
dressing, topped with a sesame seed bun and 
delivered In a bed of hot crispy French Frtes · 
you're thinking about our own Burger DaoiKer. 
made for you dally at the Sidewalk Cafe 
tn the New Mexico Union. We're 
proud of our Burger 
Basket. We use the best 
Ingredients we can find 
and put them together 
fresh for you • at a very 
tasty prtce: $1.59 
NEW! DAlLY BURGER 
BASKET SPECIALS 
Now we're offertng a · different Burger Special 
each day. We'll start w~h 
the same quarter pound of lean 
GOOD! 
Special of the Day, SeiVe It up on a Salt Water 
French Hard Roll, gamlsh with loiS of fresh 
lettuce, tomato and sweet red onions and 
nestle It In with hot French Frtes and crtspy 
sklncredibles (fried potato skins). All for the 
special low price of $1. 79! Here's the menu 
of Dally Specials: 
MONDAY 
Swiss Cheese Burger with Bacon 
TUESDAY 
Cheese Burger with hot Green Chill 
WEDNESDAY 
Monterey Cheese Burger 
with Sauteed Onions 
THUP.SDAY 
Cheese Burger with 
Chill Con Carne 
FRIDAY 
Pizza Burger 
··••IV the Dally Burger 
Basket Specials at 
the Sidewalk Cafe. 
You'll ftnd taste-tempting 
vartatlons you can enjoy every 
day - at an unbeatably low prtce-
· and ~·s all here at the New Mexico 
Union. The best food, the best 
selection, the best prices. 
New Mexico Union Food service 
For Painting Dissertation 
Santa Fe res1dent Sharyn 
Udall will receive her doctorate 
in art history from the 
University of New Mexico this 
December after finishing her 
doctoral dissenation on New 
Mexico painting. 
After receiving her degree, 
Udall plans to teach art history 
at the college level. 
Udall first became interested 
in art while studying as an 
undergraduate in Vienna. After 
earning a Bachelor of Art degree 
in humanities at Colorado 
Women's College, she studied 
art history at Arizona State 
University, where she received 
her master's in I 969. 
Campus 
Udall said her approach to 
New Mexico painting is 
modernistic rather than the 
traditional approach New 
Mexico is used to. 
''Modernistic painters, in-
cluding Georgia O'Keefe, 
Andrew Dasburg and Marsden 
Hartley, are a specialized group 
of artists involved in abstract, 
non-object painting," Udall 
said. "They were influenced by 
European modernists such as 
Picasso and Cezanne. Yet, what 
they did with it in the Southwest 
is unique, for the New Mexican 
environment, ·the other artists 
and the nature of the landscape 
inspired them in different 
ways.'' 
Briefs 
Returned Peace Corps Volunteers are planning to show slides of Peace 
Corps Volunteer's experiences. They need former PCV's to present slides 
of their Peace Corps experiences. 
For more informaytion contact the UNM Campus Peace Corps 
Recruiter, Audon Trujillo, at 277-2961 or Gay Finlayson at 831-1564. 
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Absentee 
Voting 
for 
Student Elections 
************************ t will be held : 
1C 8 a.m.· 4 p.m. 1e 
~ SUB- Room 242- 2nd floor 1C 
1C Thursday, Oct. 29- Friday, October 30 1C ~ Monday,Nov.2-Tuesday,November3 ~ 
************************ 
Authorized by A.S.U.N.M. Elections Commission-
Elven L. Romero, Chairman 
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KATHYCUDERMAN 
Position 10 
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JERRY Vote 
HARTBARGER 
ASUNM Senate 
Ballot Position 14 
PLB I ( J'f.JH 
RE·ELE!CT 
WOLF 
POS. 
16 
PFBTCTETW 
ORTIZ 
for 
Pos.4 SENATE 
bldterfield 
Pos.4 
the store for MORE Diamond Value 
why settle 
for a 21 or 22 point 
diamond ... ? 
BUTTERFIELD JEWELERS 
can offer you a 
I I I 
larger diamond ... 1• 4 caret 
. . • for the same monel'' 
you had in mind ... to invest. 
enjoy personal service 
• 2 certified gemologists • 3 registered jewelers 
buth!rliehl;;;;, ~ 
~fJEelers ~) "' . ~ ,_,....... ~~ 
YOUR SOURCE FOR LARGER DIAMONDS 
2411 SAN PEDRO NE/opposite Coronado Center 
Kennecott 
is on the move ... 
And we are looking 
for graduates in: 
• Chemical Engineering 
• Civil Engineering 
• Electrical Engineering 
• Mechanical Engineering 
Kennecott Minerals Company 
will be on Campus 
November 11 
Make an appointment today at the 
Campus Placement Center 
Kennecott Minerals Company is part of 
the growing Standard Oil Company 
(Ohio) and is engaged in worldwide ex· 
pi oration, mining, concentrating, smelting 
and relining of nonferrous minerals. 
KMC is also a leader in process 
technology and development and 
construct1on engineering. The company 
offers competitive starting salaries and 
outstanding benefits programs and 
advancement opportunities. 
Sports 
J~IIAI!iXr!ll!let 
The four wicked witches of the West, as judged in the "Costume Broom Ride '8t the Distillery Ex-
travaganza are (left to right) Helen Costello, Betty Jane Larsen, Priscilla Leach and Gertrude Dazzo . 
Ski Weekend Raises Money 
Halloween 1981 marked the First 
Annual Distillery Ghost Race 
Extravaganza - a day of events 
that included three bicycle events 
and a dance at the Distillery, 1400 
University NE. Proceeds went to 
the UNM men's and women's ski 
teams. 
The 30-mile Ghost Race to Isleta 
and back put some of 
Albuquerque's top racers against 
regional competition. Local riders 
totally dominated outside com-
petition, as James Barker who 
captured the title as the 1981 Ghost 
Champion in I :08:34.2. A bold 
sprint to the finish put Rick 
Baldwin in second place with 
l :08:38.3. 
Jn the women's class well-known 
local rider Beth Soybel won with a 
l :20:41 time. But UNM ski team 
member Riitta Paajarvi, an 
unofficial entrant from Finland, 
actually dominated the race. 
Paajarvi took up the sport of biking 
only two months ago but rode the 
30 mile distance in l :16:06, more 
than four minutes ahead of Soybel. 
•, 
..... 
.. 
t 
l 
... ,., 
\ 
Ruth Galbreth finished second in 
l :27.:41. . 
The Witch Stall event to sec who 
could stay balanced on a bike the 
longest was also won by local 
competitors. Craig Doolittle took 
top honors in the specialized 
division, while Jeff Terrell out-
balanced his competition in the 
open class. 
The Costume Broom Ride 
featured entrants dressed in the true 
spirit of Halloween riding a 5-mile 
looped course in parade fashion. 
Best costume awards went to Betty 
Jane Lassen, Gertrude Dazzo, 
Priscilla Leach, Hellen Costello and 
Eric Segura. 
Over $300 in prizes were awarded 
to winners in eight different classes, 
and all entrants received aT -shirt to 
mark their participation. 
continued on page 11 
Kennecott Minerals Company 
An Equal Opporlun11y E:mployer 
M F H 
.Jf'IIAIPJ(tlrulnt 
Mark Altamirano, a UNM student and former Lobo skier, prepares 
to dismowlt after completing the thirty mile "loop'' w Isleta. 
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Lobo Lady Golfers Rewrite 
Florida Tournament Records 
• Ask tor \'uur student discount 
b11 Wyc•n:nq "i.e 
2Gfi 36b7 
Dana Howe 
Dana Howe set course and. · individual total in the history of the 
tournament records while leading tournament, 
the University of New Mexico Lobo teammate Kris Monaghan 
women's golf team to the cham- was close behind with a 72-71·76 
pionship last weekend at the Lady series for 219 strokes and third 
Gator Tournament. place overall, with Sue Sanders also 
"She's a good player, and just 
getting better," Lobo coach Henry 
Sandles said about his newest star 
who started the year as the number 
two golfer on the team. "She's 
getting more and more confidence, 
and I think now she's really going 
to take off." 
Last week, Howe started the 
three-day event with a round of 70, 
best ever shot by a woman on the 
University of Florida course. She 
followed with rounds of 72 and 74 
for a 54-hole total of 216, lowest 
in the top ten individually at 72-79-
71 for222. 
UNM led the 16-team field from 
start to finish, beating the 
Seminoles by nine strokes, 884-893, 
and establishing tournament 
records for best 18 hole total (288) 
and 54 hole total. 
Teresa Schreck shot 77-77-76 for 
230 while Lucy Casteneda's scores 
were76-83-78 for237. 
The team leaves town again this 
afternoon to fly to the opposite 
coast to enter the Stanford 
Invitational , 
This Ad Courtcsv of The New Mexico Dailv Lobo 
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Cherry Pride Tickets 
Free With Student ID 
MAGGIE 
BRANDT 
"CherrY Pride" tickets are available today at the New Mexit:o 
Union. for ASUNM Senate 
POSITION 21 
Endorsed by: Presidential Scholars 
Returning Student Assoc. 
RHSA 
Tickets for Saturday's Western Athletic Conference football game 
between the University of New Mexico Lobos and Utah's league-
leading Utes may be obtained on the main floor of the Student 
Union Building with a student ID card. 
One ticket is free with the ID card, and a guest ticket is $3. The 
Utah game is UNM students' day to show "Cherry Pride" for the 
Cherry and Silver Lobos by filling the east stands at the Stadium 
Saturday morning with red-clad spectators. *Member of SPURS 
• Member of GENEHAL BON OilS 
Paid for by the GI'EMII 
The game will be shown live on ABC-TV, and will begin at 10:30 
a.m., instead of the 7 p.m. kickoff originally scheduled. 
-ski---------- VIDEO 
GAMES continued from page 10 
"We had great and profitable 
race," said Paul Beberg, one of he 
race organizers. "Sponsors, en-
trants, media and the law en-
forcement people have stood by us 
during this event with tremendous 
first-year support - we're ex-
tremely grateful." 
The Halloween Ghost Dance 
capped off the day of spirits with 
the right spirit. Anyone who 
participated in the bike events got 
one free beer and free admission to 
the dance. 
"We're happy things ran as well 
as they did and we're already 
planning for next year's events," 
said George Brooks, head coach of 
the ONM ski teams. "It was a good 
experience for everyone." 
--------------------· r------------ - ~ •?,'·~~ t .. • ... 
Good ?~·~-- > , ~ ":': One Coupon 
-~-~ ~- ·... . Per Day Anytime! ..s;.l'..~. •• ... :.-:- -: .. ,. ·. Per Customer :~ 'f:.'P' .., ~· 
De tailOR 
This Week in Sport$ at UNM 
TOES DAY 
Novcmber'l 
Billiard~~ Intramural entries due for nttn'.s and 
women'!!: intramural singles. 
Dowling: lntramural cntri~ due for me11's and 
womclilS intramural !iinglc:s. 
Tie)(rts: P!ck up passes for Saturday rooming'S 
football game today and IOmarrow. Flu;t ticket ftce; 
each additional ticket S3 • 
WEDNESDAY 
:Novemhcr4 
Radmlnitui Singie11 and ·Co-rttrtllllonal Bo"llna: 
lillramural registration opens. 
Tldcets: Last day to pick up passes for Saturday 
morning's root ball game. 
THURSDAY 
NovemberS 
Women•s Golf: Plays at the Stanfotd InvitatiOnal in 
. l'aloAIIo, Ca., to dose the (all season, 
Women's Volleyh111: Plays New Mexico Stale, 
Johnson Gym; ?:lO J:f.m. 
UNM Sky Dlvhtg ctub: Mecllng at 8 p.m. in room 
23t·E of the SUB. 
Spforcs Club for' Dlubltd Siudcnfs 1nd Cldzen3: 
Whtelchairbasketball practlee, 1 p.m.; Carllsli~Gym. 
lniramurals: Jl'attidpants in billhirds and bowling 
singles mt:ct·at4 p.m In Joh11son Gym, rOon11S4, 
FRIDAY 
Noverhber6 
Women's Volleyball: Lobo invllaHonal begins wiltt 
two matches. New Me:dCo Slate plays Texas Ttth at 
6rJO p.m.; UNM (aces texas El f'aso at 8:30 p·.m, All 
gnmearein Johnson Oym. 
S A T U R D A V 
November7 
WOmtn's Cro~s Countl)': Dlstrlcl '1 NCAA 
Qualliiers, 11 n.m., Academy Course. 
Billiards: lntrnmurals begin. 
Womtn's Volleyball: Lobo Invite concludes with two 
game~. Consolation m&ich at 6::30 p.m.; cham· 
plonship finn\$ ai R:lo. alf in John~on Oym. ~o·ootball: UNM vs. bYU, Unillt:nity Stadium, 10:30 
a.m. 
SUNDAY 
No\·cmber8 
UNM Women's Rugb)' Foolbalf Club; Practice at 11 
a.m.~ South Can1pus . 
MONDA~ 
Novembcr9 
Bowling: Jntramurals ~gin. 
INFORMATION 
lntramurals:i11·51~ I, Johnson Gym room230. 
Tickets: 277·2.116, SE contcrofUnh'euity Arena. 
Coupon Good For FOUR FREE GAMES 
--------------------------------
:t**********************************************************************l 
~ ~ 
. ~ 
ioN VoTE Nov. 4TH I 
• • 
• • ~ T for ~ ~ . j 1 U.N.M. Student Government ~ 
• Polling Places ~ 
~ c (1) Student Union (5) Mitchell Hall ~ ~ (2) Residence Hall (La Posada) (6) Farris Engineering-lower levei ! 
~ (3) u.N.M. shuttle bus stop (7) South Plaza by water fountain ! 
~ E (4) North Campus Mall (8) Johnson Gymnasium ic 
! . Authorized by A.S.U.N.M. Elections Commission ! 
-tr: Elven L. Romero, Chairman . . . -tr: 
'\*********************************************************************** 
Page 12, New Mexico Dally Lobo, November 3, 1981 
Marron Hall, Room 131 
!Between Biology muljoumalism at Yah• & lledoll(/oJ 
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. 
Monday thr·ough Friday, 
Deadline Noon 
1. Personals 
A('('llftA n; INFORMATION Al!OUT Clln· 
lr~<~ptl<m. 't(rili~ation, abordnn. Right to Choose. 
zg4 um. tfn 
('01.1)- A l.AI!GF bowl ofwhut. Large chile(rec! or 
~rcen) $1.2~, Posolc $1.25, llcuns .65, Cusn Ocl Sol 
m the New Mexico Student Union. tfn 
I'I!UoNAN('Y n;STING & COUNSELING. Phone 
247-98Jg_ tfn 
jiASSI'ORT AND JDr:NTIFI('ATION photos. 3 for 
$1dXl!! !owN price• in town! Fast. plcasin~, ncar 
l 'NM. ('all 2(>~·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. 
N.l·. tfn 
<'IIINESE ueHI:T. cm:AI' All you can cat. Lunch 
$,.00, 'upper $4.50, Sunday llrunch $3.00. Jao-Jao's 
P!acc, 5tl00 Centtnl Ave. S. E. tfn 
('ONTACTS·I'OI.ISIIING, SOl,UTIONS Casey 
Opti,.;,\l Cnmpany on Lomas just west of Washington. 
tfn 
WE IIOT lliSTIIIIIliTORS. Prescription eyeglass 
rramc<. Greertwieh Village (Lerman styles), gold 
nmk". $~4.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less O~ticians, 
~001 Mcnaul N.E .. across. from ta Belles. tfn 
('AilE AIIOl'T ART? Conceptions Southwest, 
l!NWs line am/literary publication, can't exist 
wuhuut your <UP11nrt. Duy 1981 issue $4 in Marron 
Jl.ill. Rutlln 13 I, l!NM llooksmre, Student 
1\ollk'wrc. A'iA <i~ilcry. Fine Am Mu1cum, Living 
Bat<h Back 1"uc< a•ailablc Sl in Marron Hall, 
R~>nmnl tin 
\~iitn:ns. ('ONCI•:I'TIONS SOl'TIIWF.ST is now 
.\,ccpung htcrmv suhrni11ions fur its spring 1982 
· ,,l>C llnng poetry. fie linn, nnn·finion, plays, cto.to 
\J,.,rnn Hull, Room 111. All 1ubrmssions must be 
'' rrJ and '"''c name, addrc", ph<lne on each piece. 
t·ndmc 'eli-atldrc<<ed stamped envelope if you wrsh 
'" t>.l\c ~"ur "'"rk rcurrncd. llNM <tuderm, faculty, 
'tJII and alumni only. Deadline Dec. 4. No more than 
li\r rro<e' per writer plea~c. tfn 
'iHOn r OF H'NDS I•ncltitada, red or green chile 
89, brg lturrilo, red or green chile, $1.00, Tmtada, 
rrd ur green chili .59 at the Casa del Sol in the New 
Me""' ~tudentllnion !lid g. tin 
Jl'!-!T A S~ACK. Sopapilla willt honey .35, Salsa~nd 
dnp• 7~, Na<hos $1.00. C11.1a Del Sot in the New 
MoucuStudent Union. tfn 
SI.,Gl.K~ ONI.Y .35 n cone single, .60 for a double, 
7l for u ltJple. New Mexico Union kc Cream 
Shoppc. tfn 
u:AnN TO IJnAw and pailll. Classes specializing in 
l·ngli•h wntcrcolor method• and Manogen oil 
''"intins mediums. For information and registration 
inquire at Pinacotlreque lne., JJ3 Osunnnw, 345-
IHO. IllS 
t:IJ:('T KEITII IIURIUS ASUNM Senator, 
'I ogether, we can be winners. Paid for in con-
tribution•. 11/4 
bXPI.ORI' C"AHLSIIAI> CA VEI!NS, November 21st 
r•nf)' $20.00 fontudcnts. Call 277·2336. ll/9 
50 I'Eitct:NT on· !lOOKS, Records, Magazines, 
(omicl. Newest llookstore in Unlvmity Area, V. 
Pnce Book,, Rocords, Mogazi11es. University at 
('cntral. "Twice thel>ooks for halfthe price." I l/9 
MAGGIE IIHANIJT .-on 1\SUNM Senate position 
21. pfbthteMD. 11/4 
THANKS TO AU. the people In Sign Language who 
chauffered rrre around. Love Ya, Mo. ll/3 
0 I rw~:INGiWEIGUT/ A J,COHOL/Depressio';; 
Problcms.256·1SS3, 11/3 
WOMEN'S IIEALTII SERVICE UNM. Sludent 
Heahh Center Annual ex~ms for PAPS, con-
traccplion, abortion counseling and other 
gynecological services. 277-3.136. tfn 
J.A WnENCg ROVDAI, FOn ASUNM senator. Gel 
plenty, Vote position twenty. 11/4 
SI'IRITED llALLOWEt:N SA I.E, many items 30-SO 
percent off, Saturday through Thursday, Rainbow 
Place, S55 Wyoming NE, 9-6. IllS 
t"INANCIAL AID SOUI!CES guaranteed for every 
student or your money back. Write Soutl)wcst 
Scholarship Services; p,Q, Do~ 14805 Albuquerque, 
New Mexico 87191 for moreinformation. 11/13 
SAMI'I.E SALE WHOLESALE prices. Jeans, 
blouses, sportswear. Call842-1245 for details. 11/6 
JAMt:S WATf HATERS Kili-A·Watt power T-
$hiriS. Green Polyester-Cotton, sml-xl, S~.SO PPD. 
2710 Burton S.E. 87106. ll/6 
100 Pt:RCENT PURE SPIRULINA. Light Force 
243·0309. 11/9 
IT'S Til~: MH,IJRIAN show! Featuring Mr. Brian, 
Rocly, Jeff, Jay and their dog Seymour. Mr. Brian 
my.\: "Oh Nooooo! They're being mean to mel 
Thel·'rc makinn fun of myl1air! Let's go Seymour!". 
1113 
"SCOOP" NAKAMURA: HAPPY 21st birthday. 
Ytiu'tc legal now! 1 ove, The Kidd and Mall Dog. 
ll/3 
JEnnY llARTIIARGF:H FOn ASl!NM Senate. 
P<'stion :4. pfbtcteJH. 1114 
TllY POSITION 14, mtc Jerry Hartbarger ASUNM 
Senate. plbtcteJll. 11/4 
WYOMI!'IG WAS WILD, Mexico sandy, California 
would be wow, but l.os Alamos is dandy, Happy 
llirthday Pete!. 11/3 
STUilENTS WANH:D TO participate as 
"Patients/Nurses" for Trauma Course, Nov. 13, v, 
day, S6.00thr. Call843-2222. I 1/9 
2. Lost & Found 
l"Ol1NI) SOME MON.:Y. Tell me approximate 
amount. denominadons, and location, and I will 
return It to you. 247-847S. Kart. I 1/9 
FOUND: IJRIVER'S J.ICENSE belonging to Billy 
Sail. Claim in Room 131, Marrlll1 Hall. 1.1/9 
l.OST: WOMAN'S BROWN jacket in Woodward 
Hall, October 26. If found Please call 881·6544, 
Rcwaru. I 114 
MAX WAHLQUIST, PICK up your student J.D. at 
131 Marton Hall. tfn 
KEYS .-ol!NO IN Ortega Hall. Four keys on a blue 
ribbon. Corne to Rooml31 in MarrQn Hall to claim. 
1.1/6 
REWARD: YELLOW KITIEN • 3 months. Lost 
ncarUnivcrsityfRoma, 842·5489, 11/4 
fOUND: SET Of KEYS ori miniature thong. Ncar 
old Psycb. LeclurcHall. Claim at!JI Marron Halt. 
trn 
GUITAR l.J(SSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals. LUXURY TOWNHOUSE FOR lease, 3 bloc~s lrom 
Marc's Guitar C~nter., 143 Harvarp S,J'!. :l65·33l~. campus, 3 bedrooms, Z baths, rtreplace, garage, $495, 
t.fn 88HI61, 268-7500. 11/6 
=1'Y~I,7.1N~G~--=F7A~ST=,~A~C~C~U~R~A~T=E~r-e-as-o-na~b~le-,-c-as-se~t~te 
transcription. 247·2~83. I 1/13 
TYPART Of'FF.RS TYPESETTING graphics, 
typing, design. Q\tallty you've come tQ depend on, 
Ginger- Carolyn 262-!865, lOS Stanford S.E. !1/6 
TYPERIC:HTS. .-AST Pll.OFESSIONAL, 
guaranteed. 265-5203. IllS 
TYPING· PAPERS, RESUMES. Stored 
magnetically. 247·0300. 11/20 
GUITAI! INSTRUCTOn, CLASSICAL other styles. 
867-3158. 11/6 
TYPING STUIJENT/IIUSINESS, including 
sllltistical/tcchnical. Reasonat,Jie, experienced, 
competent, 296-6299. 11/30 
HOUSE CLEANING, Rt:I.IAIILE, thorough, 
reasonable. Messages for "Eve'', 266-0280. 11/10 
PROf"ESSIONAL TYPING BY linglish/MA aditor. 
Vast experience with dissertations, papers, Editing 
availablc •. 266-9S50. I 1/24 
ATHLETIC SHOl: RESOLING, Running, Tennis, 
lla>ke.tball, Racketball. 15 durable soles, AT 
Mo11ntainsand Rivers. Across. from U,N.M. 11/3 
CYCLISTS I FALL TUNF..-UP special, only $12.~01 
Centurion 10 and 12 speeds on sale. Harvard Dike 
House, 137 HarvardSE •. 2SS·8808. 11/3 
LEAI!N AIIOUT Tilt; Stars) Astrology classes 
beginning Thursday, Nove. 5th •. 6 wee~s. once pr 
week, 8:00-9;30 p.m. Cali293-S072. 1114 
A-1 TYPIST, TE;RM papers, resumes, 299-8970. 
11/30 
IIERNAULLO COUNTY LEGAL Clinic. Divorce!, 
Adoptions $9S.OO. Wills $20.00 121 Yale !;.E. 242-
2222. 11/6 
QA TYPING SERVICE; a complete typing and 
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical, 
scholastic,. charts and tables, 345·2125, tfn 
T-SHII!T PI!INTING, CUSTOM sllkscreen 
designing. Quality shirts reasonable. Cnrol266-0064. 
Jl/6 
IMPROVE YOU!! GRADES. LearnSupcrlearning--
The speedlearning course. Speedreading, con-
centration, memory, tests made easy. Courses start 
weekly. Call265-4286 Barry or Dona. 11/9 
4, Housing 
WANT TO Rl;NT: Large One bedroom or two 
bedroom apt. or house near University for woman 
with ten year old son. January or sooner thru May. 
Catherine, 242-7228. tfn 
TilE CITADF.I~SUPEnn location near UNM and 
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom 
or efficiency, from S20.S. All utilities paid. Deluxe 
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation 
room, swtmmlng pool, TV roont and laundry. Adult 
couples, no pets. IS20 University NE. 243-2494. tfn 
ENORMOUS, QUIET, 1WO.BEDROOM furnished 
townbouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $3SO, utilities 
paid, no pets, children, 247·8724. tfn 
IIOI)S~:SITTEH: I AM looking for an apartment t!r 
house to houseslt during spring semester (or earlier), 
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar· 
dwork, Catl1erine, 242-7228. tfn 
FOR RENT: EFFICll:NCY apartment, 1410 Oirard 
NE, $ISS/mo., all utilities paid. Fully furnished -
security locks and laundry facilities. Please call before 
6:00 in the evening, 266-8392. tfn 
OSE DEI>ROOM APARTMENT, high ceilings, ncar 
UNM, hospitals, garage, yard, Sl90. 268·1218. 1113 
CAMPUS COMPACI' APARTMENTS, 215 Yale 
SEat Lead. Studio apanmcnts near stores and UNM. 
SIBS/month, free utilities, 5130, deposit. No 
children, pets, or roommates. See manager at 
apartment two orcall243-6210, or883·5940. 1113 
CAIIIPIJS THREE BLOCKS. Two bedroom, den, 
$250, 898·6248, 241 S Coal. ll/3 
nous•: ron RENT, three bedroom ncar University. 
Private backyard, single car garage, call 268-9167 
wee~day or Cathy at 842-7261, dav. 11 /.f 
JERRY Vote 
HARTBARGER 
ASU NM Senate 
Ballot Position 14 
ONE ROOM HOUSE lor rent Vz block from earn-
pus, $13S, 88HI61, 268-7500, J 1/4 
QUIET CU;AN EFFICIENCY style cottage near 
Carlisle and Central. Additional storage area, private 
parking and entrance from alley, Nice yard with 
sprinklers. $200 per n>onth plus utilities, 821-S70J, 
831-5696. I liS 
1WO BEDROOM APARTMENT in 4-ple~ near 
Carlisle and Candelaria. Carpet, drapes, $210 plus 
utilities, 262-23SS. II /5 
CORRAL.ES .FOR RENT: New adobe solnr home on 
2 acres of land with miles of ditch and Bosque lo walk 
or Jog, Lease Feb. I through May 31. Three 
bedrooms, two baths, three fireplaces. Fully fur-
nished including linens, towels. utensils and so forth. 
$725.00 plus electricity, 277-5104 or 898-08(>0, 
References required, 11/5 
LARGE 1WO BEDROOM duplex, partlY furnished, 
fireplace, builtin bookcases, wood floors. Near 
downtown and bus lines $200.00 243·6017 late, early, 
11/6 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent near 
Lomas and Washington only $160 per mo111h, Has a 
little patio in front and is very nice. Please call 255-
7753 or881-9024 and ask for Mor1a or Den, 11/4 
ONF..-HALF IILOCK •. ROM campus, nice 2 BR 
furnishe<l apartment, 898-0921. tfn 
APARTMENT NEAR UNM TVI, I BR. furnished, 
8-plex, $180/month. For more infor call242-91SS or 
24Z·7081. I 1/9 
CHAI'AIIRAL APARTMENTS· CLOSE to UNM 
!lnd TVI. Large J bedroom, large kitchen includes 
dfshwn~her, r~creation room, laundry room, extra 
storage, electronic security system, 521 Spruce S,E, 
No children or pets. Utilities paid, 842-1864, 12/2 
5. For Sale 
1WOJOURNEYTICKETS. Call277·3083. I 1/4 
IIIAYTAG GAS DRYER, 560, 265·1683. 11/9 
RALEIGH 23" IO·SPEED, book rack, $8$, 26~· 
1683. 11/9 
l'ENOER SUPER REVERB Emllent Condition, 
bargain at $325.00, 2SS·2426. 11/4 
1~76 FIAT 131 45,000 miles Good condition, blue 
book $2260 make offer. 29)-1396, 11/6 
ROSSIGNOl. }",P, WITlltYrolla 2600 299-8667, 
11/6 
N~:W CO!'IIJITION. f'ULI.·SIZE mattress and box· 
springs, frui(WQOd b<>okcase headboard, $200,00. 
Reconditioned HoQvcr upright vacuum. $25.00. Call 
299·1938 aftcd:OOpm or weekends. 11/6 
I.ADJES ('ABEll SKI boots, sl~e 5, Dynastar ISO 
skie5 and !.lesser bindings, plus poles, SI2S.OO or will 
sell scperately. Call 299-1938 after 5:00pm or 
weekends. 11/6 
I.AIJJES SKI PANTS and parka medium. New, 268-
4179. 1114 
1974 PORSCHE 914 excellent mech. cond., 
Michlens. Must seiiSS400 or make offer. 266-4101. 
1114 
INDIAN Ill OPEl>, 310 miles, book carriers, excellent 
condition, double seat, S400.00, 296-0058, ll/4 
GillSON LF.S PAt] I, custom, black with gold trlm, 
hardshell ease, S600, 292-ISBS. IllS 
Covered 
..,_,agon 
Makers of Handmade 
Indian Jewelry 
OLDTOWN 
-~ 
. \.~\ ~\\ .:, ~~.A~ :\" 
"' q,'·-"'' 'NOW OPEN 
Mon ·Sat lOam- 6pm 
101 Cornell S.E. 
ONE YEAn OLD F3605 Takeminc acoustic guitar 
and case, $370,268-2796 (keep trying). I 1/3 
WE DOl' DISTRIDUTOitS Prescription eyeglass 
frames, Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold, 
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00 Pay 1-m Opticians, 
5007 Menaul N. E. across from ta Ueilc>. tfn 
6. Employment 
PART-TIME JOII afternoons and evenings. Must b~ 
able to work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be Zl 
y~ars old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please. 
Saveway Liquor Stores at S704 Lomas NE, 5516 
Menaul NE. tfn 
OYEI!SEAS JOIIS- SUMMER/year round. Europe, 
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-$1200 
monthly. Sightseeing. Free inlo. Write IJC Box 52-
NM-1 Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. 1113 
THE U.N.M, SPECIAL Services & Upward Bound 
Programs need tutors for high school and/or ~ollege 
freshmen students. The pay rate is $3.6S to $4.00/nr., 
3,20 hours. per week: times may be set to fit tutors' 
schedules (inc. Saturdays). Graduate students and 
upper-level undergraduates in English, Math, 
Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Spanish, and History 
who Q.UALIFY FOR WORK STUDY are encouraged 
to call277-3506 for an interview appointment. 1114 
PART·TIME LIQUOR help. Must bell. Walgreens, 
11020 Montgomery NE (corner of Juan Tabo and 
Montgornery), Apply in per~on between 9 a.m.-5 
p.m. 11/5 
7. Travel 
nmE AMTRAK ROUNDTRIP for the holidays. 
Deal the rush. Reserve now. 842-9650. ll/9 
IF YOU WANT someone to "get you on a slow boat 
to China" why not advertise in the Daily Lobo. tfn 
8. Miscellaneous 
STUDENTS, I BUY ela>s rings, gold, silver and 
jewelry. 255·4838. !liS 
NEED IJEPENilAIIL£ INEXPENSIVE (Freel 
vehicle for school and work. Call nights 881·3711. 
J 116 
ONE-HALl" PRICE IIOOKS Records, Magallnes, 
Comics, Never Pa)' Retail Again. University at 
Central. "Twice the books at half the prke." ll ,9 
9. Las N oticias 
GORI>ON SANnt:RS/IIARHY Kinney, Woodward 
101. Thursda~. November 5.1:30 p.m. Ill!' 
NOTIC'l: ASl!NM EI,ECrJOS Absentee Yming, 
October 30, Nov. 2 & J, 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., 2nd 
floor, SUB, room 242. llt3 
GA\'S, LESDIAJiiS, IIIS~:XUAI.S Juniper meets 
TuesdayNov.3 at8:00 p.m., SUB 231E. 1113 
I.IVEI.V, ACTIVE, MATIJR•: women student Setks 
companionship with rnan over 40. Call266-9461. 
1116 
BRAZAI>A ANn D.J. Jams Unlimited will be ap-
pearing in the Subway Station this weekend Nov .. 6th 
and 7th, Saturclay night all high school seniors get in 
free, F..or more information cati277-4S06. 1116 
RE·ELE:.CT 
WOLF 
POS. 
16 
PFB'rCTETW 
~----~-:---:-------· 
I ·;o; r.o!t1~11\ . I 
1 .,~(L~( ?,.;~ ·~\ Special 1 
1 1 slice mus~room pizza & 1 1 small drink for $1.25 1 
I wrth ooupononlyt 112·11'8 1 127 Harvard S.E. 1 I '·• block South of Central --~ 
,~----------------.-ST~vt: GASSER •·oR ASUNM Senate position 24. 
Pfl>ICtcSG. 1114 
KATHY C'UDERMAN .-oR ASUNM Senate 
po<ition 10. pfblcteK<.:. 11/4 
Jt:RnV IIAilTUAIIm:R .-on ASUNM Senate 
position 14. pfbtcteJH. 11/4 
FOUND n:Ys ON small nip-nop with tittle rnlxing 
bowl. Claim Room Ul Marron Hall. tfn 
.-oUND: BROWN, NYLON duffel bag, cigarette 
case, green glove, pair of sunglasses, small coin purse, 
tortoise-!hell colored barelle, man's brown sweater. 
Claim nt lliology, Room 173. tfn 
l'lllll II Jll CROSSWORD PUZZLER 
TRA<'t WOLl' }'01! ASUNM Senate posilion 16. 
pfl>lctclW. 11/4 
STI!ING I'I.A Yl:RSI,. l;SCIIAN'TMl:NT symphony 
need; ~ou. lntcrc:->ted? Call Joy or leave message at 
817-SS~S. I 1/3 
MARCHING IIANIJ, SPIRIT PERCUSSION, 
CE.P. presl<iential scholats, dorm residents-
Lawrence Roybal ft>r ASUNM Senator. Get plenty, 
•utcpositiori twentY- 11/4 
Sn'IJEST Vli:TERAN'S ASSOCIATIOS will hold 
their meeting for the montlt of November ar 7:00 
p.m. 111 the Chilo t'are Co-op (Mesa V;stal.~fonday, 
N\l\en1ber2. Gue~l speaker- Harry Kinney. II e"3 
STEVE 
GASSER 
POSITION 24 
pfbtcteSG 
Mayoral Forum 
Candidates Speak Out 
Woodward Hall- 101 
Nov. 5-7:30 p.m. Free 
New& Out-o["PrintBooks 
NM the West & Adobe Specialisw 
CHAMISA BOOKSHOP 
1602CENTRAL S.E .• IH:AR UN!V. BLVO. 
OPEN: 1-5PM, M-S.,T, Pu. 243-3100 L We Search & Special Order 
(~W.U ~~. &.1110 
%t c?Ai; f/Cuy, gu, 
~~ 
J'u,¥1w 
t~~ 
~I 
.))1$-t.ll(ffi.AI..k( 
AlAI..Ili.I~ Htr.l UiOI 
~tt 1'(1 tOOO 1J.C:Ait A 
Call 268·702l 
Cl.AIM YOUR LOST possession• at Campus Police: 
8:00a.m. lo4:00 p.m. daily. tfn 
3. Services (;-~~11!= 
RAKE YOtlR YARIJ1 ·Teenagers would like to do !1 ... (. ff.}.ft""1 ; r, ·. ~,• Center 'I 
odd job~. Clean garages, baby-sitting, houseCleaning, 1 
~ardwork, small paint jobs. Caii293·50J8 after S:OO. • ---· .. • '· -...J 
tfn -- ~"~~ .. -~r~ 
-·· --~~· ~--=~~~~~ 
-===-~----------------------
New Mexico 
Daily Lobo 
Subscript ions 
Only $10 per year 
Marron Hall, Room 131 
Or send $10 to: 
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M., 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131 
ACROSS 
1 Be in debt 
4 Chinese 
pottery; Var. 
9Skill 
12 Toll 
13 Practical 
14 Byway of 
15 Catlike 
17 Shooting star 
19 Volcanic 
emanation 
21 MD 
22 Shore bird 
25 Goal 
27 Appellation 
of Athena 
31 Sea eagle 
32 Accessions 
34 Paid notice 
35 Time gone by 
36 Large tub 
37 Near 
38 Mutually con-
triVed 
41 DeVoured 
42 Small group 
43 Lug 
44 Dock 
45 Rhodium 
symbol 
47 011 the OCean 
49 Leather 
maker 
53 Key 
57 Anger 
58 Stoneworker 
60 Zodiac sign 
61 Church 
bench 
62 Rock 
63 Wooden pin 
DOWN 
1 Away 
2Tiny 
3Lamprey 
4 Food fish 
5 Dock worker 
GRoman num-
eral 
7 Shade tree 
a want 
9 Hail! 
10 River: Sp. 
11 Sailor 
16Sick 
18 Characteris-
tic 
20 Conjunction 
22 Respond 
23 Enthusiasm 
24 Preposition 
26 Pastime 
28 Behold! 
29 Growing out 
of 
30 Showy flower 
32 Mature 
33 Youngster 
35Nut 
39 Nickel sym-
bol 
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle 
40 Chinese 
pagoda 
41 Three-toed 
sloth 
44Crony 
46- and haws 
48 Slave 
49 Gratuity 
50 Exist 
51 Recent 
52 Rodent 
54 High rr.oun· 
tain 
55 Born 
56 Canine 
59 Thus 
